American Printing House for the Blind (APH) Federal Quota Popular Products – July 2020

APH offers an amazing array of materials. The products listed on these pages have been most frequently ordered by adults through the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind (MCB) APH Federal Quota Account.

Friendly Notes re: APH Popular Products
Before you begin reading through the list, here are some helpful tips…

- Product Descriptions: APH product descriptions can be found in the paper APH Products Catalog or on line by typing the item name into the search box: https://www.aph.org

- Prices and item numbers may change, so we haven’t listed them here.

- Order Form and Eligibility Information re: MCB/DDS APH Federal Quota Account: https://www.focusonvisionandvisionloss.org/aph-federal-quota-account.html

- New products are always being added to the APH shopping site – be sure to check back often!

Please note: These Web links are being offered only as informational resources. It is not our intention to endorse or recommend the sites.
Popular Products by Category
We’ve grouped the APH items by category here for organization sake. Please
know however, that many items could easily be used in a variety of different
ways, and to accommodate your creativity!

Activities of Daily Living
- Work Play Trays
- Hands on Kit Trays
- Read Write Stand
- Prevocational Skills Development Materials
- Transition Tote Backpack
- Bold Line Writing Paper
- Classroom Calendar Kit

Arts & Crafts
- Read Write Stand
- Wooden Jr. Constructo Set
- Feel n Peel Sheets: Carousel of Textures
- Paint Pot Palette
- Graphic Art Tape
- Color-by-Texture CIRCUS Coloring Pages
- Wheatley Tactile Diagramming Kit
- Accessories: Geometric Textured Shapes
- Braille Beads Starter Kit
- Braille Beads Tray and Jars
- Color Star
- Paint by Number Safari
- Quick Draw Paper

Fitness/Sports
- 30 – Love Tennis Kit
- APH Sound Balls
- Jump Rope to Fitness Kit
- Walk/Run for Fitness
- Rib-It Balls
- Reach and Match

Games
- Touch ‘em All Baseball
- U.S. Puzzle Map
- Interactive US Map with Tactile Pen
- What is IT Kit, UEB
- Games of Squares
- Games for People with Sensory Impairments
- Match Sticks
- TriFold Board
- Web Chase
- Talking Glow Dice

Please note: These Web links are being offered only as informational resources.
It is not our intention to endorse or recommend the sites.
Popular Products by Category (continued)

Magnification
- Jupiter Portable Magnifier
- MATT Connect
- Video Mag HD

Sensory
- Sensory Learning Kit
- SLK Mirror with Stand
- Sensory Cylinder Set
- Slide, Twist ‘N Solve: Tactile Brain Teaser
- LED Mini-Lite Box
  - Swirly Mat Sets
  - Plexiglas Spinner and Spinner Patterns
  - Spinner Overlays for the Light Box
- Joy Player
- Select Switch
- Headphones
- All-In-One Board
- Giant Textured Beads
- Tangle Toys
- Flip Over Concept Books

Sound
- Sound Adapted Tangle Balls
- Sound Matching Boards I and II

On the Way
- On the Way to Literacy / Storybooks with Real Objects and Textures
  - Best for a Nest, UEB / Interactive Story Book
  - The Littlest Pumpkin / Interactive Story Book
  - The Littlest Pumpkin Puzzle Set

Communication
- STACS: Standardized Tactile Augmentative Communications Symbols Kit
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